
      Postponement Announcement !!! 

 

  

  

 

New date： 12th – 15th October 2022 

 

Dear Colleagues, Friends and APVC2021 Supporters   

Due to the recent outbreak of Omicron variance of COVID19 across China, and the rigid zero-case policy 

pursued by the central government to protect the public health of Chinese society, after in depth 

consultations with the International Steering Committee of APVC and the relevant stakeholders, it is with 

deep regret that the organizer of APVC2021 has to make the painful decision to postpone the 19th Asia 

Pacific Vibration Conference (APVC2021, Qingdao) again to 12th – 15th October 2022.  

The postponement will give us a high possibility to held the APVC conference as a fully in-person, ‘face-

to-face’ conference similar to that of the pre-pandemic era like the other parts of the world following the 

increasing vaccination rate, the gradually easing of the COVID restriction and public health policies. The 

postponement will also enable the organizer to provide a safe, relaxing and friendly environment for open 

academic/technical exchange between the conference participants from the Asia Pacific region and 

beyond. We sincerely hope to seeing you at the APVC2021 conference under the pleasant Autumn 

weather in Qingdao.  

As a result of the postponement, the paper submission link will be reopened again to accept new 

submissions, and a renewed submission deadline will be announced on the official conference website: 

www.apvc2021.org. For those who wish to withdraw their submissions because of the postponement, 

please send us an email notification and the conference secretariat will remove your submission 

information from the system. Please accept our apology for the inconvenience caused by the 

postponement, and we thank you for your understanding. Please do not hesitate to contact us if you have 

any queries. Thank you for your continuing support of the APVC2021. We look forward to welcoming 

you at the best season of Qingdao surrounding by clear sky, blue ocean and green trees.  

 

Best wishes  

 

Professor Tian Ran Lin  

General Chair, APVC2021 Qingdao  

Date: 3rdof April 2022 

 

19th Asia Pacific Vibration Conference (APVC2021, Qingdao)  

Conference website: http://www.apvc2021.org  

12 - 15 October 2022, Qingdao, China  

Email: secretariat@apvc2021.org; organizer@apvc2021.org  

Tel: 86-0532-6897 5191 (Ms Yuan) 
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